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“We live in a world where there is more and more information, and less and less meaning.”- Jean

Baudrillard. This quote reads true now more than it ever has in the history of time, and knowledge. As

primary sources of information are more frequently digitized, access to that data is simultaneously

becoming easier and harder. How can academics effectively use all that is at their disposal to effectively

create a viable research model? That is the question of the hour. As libraries, universities, museums, and

archives have digitalised their collections, all scholars by virtue are digital scholars now. The very fabric of

scholarship and research has been altered and hence the way we interpret and utilise that knowledge

needs to adapt to suit those needs. Otherwise we run the risk of a world with infinite information, and

dearth of wisdom. Literature never takes data at its word. The discipline trains us to question and interpret

how meaning is constructed. Hence, the intervention of literary studies becomes impertinent to not only

benefit from this digital scholarship, but to also question its motivations and effects. This workshop aims to

introduce this new and exciting field of scholarship to its participants, and answer some of the most

fundamental questions about it.

Concept Note

Instructions & Registration Details
Limited seats are available for the workshop on a first-cum, first-served basis.

Registrations are open till 8th September 2021, 12 noon.

Registration is mandatory for participation.

The registration fee is Rs100. It is non-refundable.

You have to register at https://rcmoocs.in/

After successful registration & payment, you will receive a confirmation via email.

The confirmation email may get into your email spam folder.

Once the registration is confirmed, further information will be  communicated via a telegram group. You

are therefore requested to install Telegram App from Play Store/App Store.

The link  of the official Telegram group will be shared in the confirmation email.

Graded certificates will be awarded on the basis of the performance in the one MCQ test at the end of

the workshop.

As required by the Ministry of Education under the PMMMNMTT scheme, all the participants will have

to fill and submit online feedback form for the workshop.

Participants will have to ensure internet facility at their end. The organisers will not be responsible for

any internet related issues at the participants’ end.

In case of any issues, please write an email at rcenglishfdp@ramanujan.du.ac.in
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        We will reply at the earliest opportunity. It is important to note that queries sent through any other

        medium will not be entertained.
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